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Groundwater flow and transport often occur in a highly heterogeneous environment (potentially heter-
ogeneous at multiple spatial scales) and is impacted by geochemical reactions, advection, diffusion, and
other pore scale processes. All these factors can give rise to large-scale anomalous dispersive behavior
that can make complex model representation and prediction of plume concentrations challenging due
to difficulties unraveling all the complexities associated with the governing processes, flow medium,
and their parameters. An alternative is to use upscaled stochastic models of anomalous dispersion, and
this is the approach used here. Within a probabilistic framework, we derive a number of analytical
solutions for several anomalous dispersion models. The anomalous dispersion models are allowed to
be either non-Gaussian (a-stable Lévy), correlated, or nonstationary from the Lagrangian perspective. A
global sensitivity analysis is performed to gain a greater understanding of the extent to which uncertainty
in the parameters associated with the anomalous behavior can be narrowed by examining concentration
measurements from a network of monitoring wells and to demonstrate the computational speed of the
solutions. The developed analytical solutions are encoded and available for use in the open source
computational framework MADS (http://mads.lanl.gov).

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Modeling groundwater transport presents a variety of signifi-
cant theoretical and numerical challenges. One of these challenges
is that anomalous dispersion is frequently observed in the field
[e.g., 1,9,10,49,57]. There are a number of possible physical causes
for anomalous behavior such as complex flowpaths caused by het-
erogeneities over a range of spatial scales (including fracture flow)
[4,51], temporal variabilities in flow (due to, e.g., recharge events
or pumping effects) [13,17,33], complex pore scale processes
(due to, e.g., ‘‘dead end’’ pores, diffusion in low permeability zones
or the solid matrix, etc.) [18,24,25,34,35], or complex biogeochem-
ical interactions between liquid and solid species (e.g., sorption, re-
dox reactions, etc.) [23,31,41].

One approach to modeling anomalous dispersion is to include
more and more of the complex physics processes that cause the
anomalous behavior. One might generate a sequence of hydraulic
conductivity fields constrained by the conceptual understanding
of rock formations in the environment and by measurements at a
handful of locations to capture the heterogeneities. To capture
the effect of recharge events, it may be necessary to use climate
models coupled with groundwater flow models. An account of
ever-increasing biogeochemical model complexity can be included
as well. A modeler might proceed in this fashion and continue
down the list adding more and more physics to the model. This
is a worthwhile approach, but is not without drawbacks.
These conglomerated models are usually not analytically tractable.
Numerical models present difficulties for unraveling important
correlations and interdependencies between model parameters
and model predictions. Further, the characterization of the
physical processes causing the anomalous diffusion behavior
and identification of their impact on model predictions may be
difficult, challenging, or impossible. Consequently, some aspects
of the underlying physics may not make their way into even
the most complex numerical model. Even with these limitations,
the most complex models can be solved only on ‘‘stamp’’-size
domains with limited applicability for solving field-scale
problems.

As a result, currently the applicability of complex models
representing anomalous dispersion behavior for site studies is
limited. However, anomalous dispersion behavior is commonly
observed at actual sites [e.g., 5,48], often manifested in the form
of scale-dependent dispersion [26,39]. This behavior can be critical
for prediction of contaminant plume fate and designing potential
remediation strategies. That is why the development of relatively
simple mathematical models that can be applied in practice for
model-based analyses such as uncertainty quantification (UQ)
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and capable of simulating anomalous dispersion behavior is
important. The analytical solutions presented here represent a
large range of the possible complexities associated with large-scale
contaminant migration in an aquifer caused by different physical
processes. Of course, this is by no means an exhaustive list of the
many anomalous dispersion models presently used in subsurface
hydrology. However, a general framework is derived where
solutions can be presented for alternative models of anomalous
dispersion using their probability, probability density, and
cumulative distribution functions. These relatively simple analyti-
cal models can be calibrated against existing field observations of
plume concentrations, and after that uncertainties in the model
predictions can be quantified with more complex models being
included in the uncertainty analysis without the need to solve
them explicitly [43].

Alternative approaches used to represent anomalous dispersion
behavior in large scale contaminant migration involve solving
PDE’s with fractional spatial [6,7] and/or temporal derivatives
[40], continuous-time random walk techniques [8,40], or other
particle-tracking methods [50,59]. The analytical approach used
here is more in the spirit of these approaches. The advantage of
the approach used here is that the spatial integrals can be solved
analytically rather than numerically. The analytical approach has
advantages for model analyses in relatively simple site settings.
However, numerical approaches are preferred in cases when com-
plex flow conditions need to be accounted for (e.g., pumping wells,
recharge transients, etc.).

Mathematically, anomalous behavior is caused in the Lagrang-
ian perspective by either heavy-tailed increments, correlated
increments, or nonstationary increments [45]. An upscaled sto-
chastic, dispersive process can be associated with each of these
properties. Upscaled models provide a natural simplification of
the complex underlying physics when the long-term behavior of
the plume is the primary concern. The approach used here is to
employ these stochastic models to derive analytical concentration
functions while accounting for source type (e.g., point, areal, spa-
tial, instantaneous, continious, etc.), initial conditions, boundary
conditions (e.g., zero-flux or infinite), and contaminant degrada-
tion (biogeochemical reactions or radioactive decay). The speed
of the analytical approach makes it possible to do forward model-
ing, parameter inversion, UQ, and sensitivity analyses as imple-
mented in the current version of the MADS code [61,63]. Robust
model analyses such as UQ often require more model runs (>106)
than are possible with typical complex models and computational
budgets. This is the application that motivates the development of
these models.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows.
Section 2 covers the pertinent properties of the anomalous
dispersive processes for which analytical solutions will be
presented. Section 3 presents a derivation of the analytical form
for the concentration where an arbitrary stochastic process is
used for the dispersion. Section 4 uses this form to determine
the concentration for specific stochastic processes and source
types on an infinite and half-infinite domain with reflecting
(zero-flux) boundary condition. Section 5 discusses a sensitivity
analysis carried out using the analytical solutions that are
developed in Section 4. Section 6 summarizes the results
obtained.

2. Anomalous dispersion processes

A standard Brownian motion, BðtÞ, is defined analytically via
three properties:

P1. The distribution of BðtÞ � Bð0Þ is Gaussian with zero mean
and variance t.
P2. Bðt1Þ � Bðs1Þ is independent from Bðt2Þ � Bðs2Þ when there is
no overlap between the intervals ðt1; s1Þ and ðt2; s2Þ. That is,
the displacements are independent.

P3. Bðt1Þ � Bðs1Þ and Bðt2Þ � Bðs2Þ have the same distribution
when t1 � s1 ¼ t2 � s2. That is, the displacements are identi-
cally distributed or stationary.

Brownian motion is the Lagrangian underpinning of classical/Ficki-
an dispersion. Anomalous dispersive processes arise when one or
more of these properties does not hold. There is a great variety
of anomalous dispersive processes that result from relaxing these
assumptions in different ways and in different combinations. Three
examples will be considered here that arise from relaxing each one
of the properties separately.

2.1. a-Stable Lévy motion

The property P1 makes sense in the context of dispersion be-
cause of the central limit theorem. A contaminant particle or parcel
of fluid carrying contaminants moves by making a sequence of
spatial displacements [L], XðnDtÞ ¼

Pn
i¼1XðiDtÞ � Xð½i� 1�DtÞ at

given time increments Dt [T]. If XðiDtÞ � Xð½i� 1�DtÞ has finite
variance is independent from and identically distributed to
XðjDtÞ � Xð½j� 1�DtÞ whenever i – j, then the familiar central limit
theorem implies that as n becomes large, XðtÞ can be well-
approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The assumptions of
independent and identical distributions are closely related to the
properties P2 and P3, respectively.

It is also true that the assumption of finite variance is closely
related to the assumption P1. If there is no assumption of finite
variance, a larger class of central limit distributions are produced.
These distributions are called a-stable Lévy distributions
[53,69,70], and have been used extensively to model hydrogeologic
dispersion [cf. 6,7,55,56]. The parameter a can vary between 0
(exclusive) and 2 (inclusive). When a ¼ 2 the distribution is Gauss-
ian. When a < 2, the distributions can be skewed, tend to have
more mass concentrated near the center (sharp peaks), and have
‘‘fat’’ or ‘‘heavy’’ tails whereas Gaussians tend to concentrate mass
at an intermediate range. In the setting of subsurface transport the
tail trailing behind the peak concentrations can be useful for cap-
turing the effect of contaminants or fluid parcels that are stuck in
a low conductivity zone. The tails ahead of the peak can be useful
for capturing the effect of contaminants or fluid parcels moving
through fractures or high conductivity channels. Lévy motions
and their fractional Fokker–Planck equations have been presented
as one explanation for the anomalous behavior at the MADE site
[4].

A variety of parameterizations of the a-stable Lévy distributions
are in use with the most common being the notation of [53], which
we adopt here. In addition to the parameter a, there are three other
distribution parameters. The parameter b (�1 6 b 6 1) controls the
skewness with positive beta producing a skew ahead of the peak
and negative beta producing a skew behind the peak. The parame-
ter c is called the scale parameter. The parameter d is called the
shift parameter, because by modifying this parameter, the peak
location is shifted. An a-stable random variable with these param-
eters is denoted Saðc; b; dÞ.

One of the disadvantages of using a-stable Lévy distributions is
that, unlike the Gaussian case, their probability density functions
and cumulative density functions cannot be written in terms of
simple, well-known functions like exponentials and square roots.
However, in many special cases, they can be written in terms of
‘‘special’’ functions [28,32,37,47,54,71], and, in general, they can
be written in terms of integrals that can only be solved numerically
[42]. Software for computing these integrals is available [36]. Their
functional forms are not going to be presented here; they can be
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found in [42]. The probability density function of Saðc; b; dÞ will be
denoted f ðx;a; c; b; dÞ, and the cumulative density function will be
denoted Fðx;a; c; b; dÞ.

An a-stable Lévy motion is produced when properties P2 and P3
hold, but ‘‘Gaussian’’ in P1 is replaced with ‘‘a-stable Lévy.’’ For the
present purposes, it is necessary to know the probability density
and cumulative density functions for a Lévy motion, LðtÞ. These
are given by fLðx;a; ct1=a; b; dÞ and FLðx;a; ct1=a; b; dÞ, respectively.
The stability parameter, a, and the skewness parameter, b remain
fixed in time. The scale parameter, c, grows proportionally to t1=a.
The shift parameter, d, will be fixed constant throughout, because
the shifting will be represented here through a drift term by
replacing x with x� vt, where v is the advective (linear) flow veloc-
ity of contaminant migration and t is time since the migration
started. For brevity, aðtÞ will be used in place of the parameter list
ða; ct1=a; b; dÞ, so, e.g., fLðx;a; ct1=a; b; dÞ can be written as fLðx; aðtÞÞ.

2.2. Fractional Brownian motion

There are many ways to relax the property P2, but the most
common and best studied approach is that of fractional Brownian
motion [38]. For fractional Brownian motion, P2 does not hold,
while P1 and P3 do hold. A fractional Brownian motion is usually
denoted BHðtÞ where the parameter 0 < H < 1 is called the Hurst
exponent [–]. The distribution of BHðtÞ is normal with mean 0
and variance r2t2H where r is the scale parameter. When
H ¼ 1=2, fractional Brownian motion is the same as Brownian mo-
tion. When H – 1=2, fractional Brownian motion is non-Markovian
(i.e., the probability distribution of future positions depends not
only on the current position, but on the history of the process as
well). When H > 1=2, it is called persistent, meaning that once
BHðtÞ starts to move in one direction, it tends to continue moving
in that direction. This produces superdispersive behavior. When
H < 1=2, it is called anti-persistent, meaning that once BHðtÞ starts
to move in one direction, it tends to double-back and move in the
opposite direction. This produces subdispersive behavior. In a
hydrogeological setting persistent velocity fluctuations may have
a tendency to occur, especially in the longitudinal direction. For
example, if the contaminant enters a low conductivity zone, it’s
velocity will tend to stay below the mean velocity for an extended
period. Similarly, if the contaminant enters a high-velocity chan-
nel, its velocity may tend to stay above the mean velocity for an ex-
tended period. In contrast, anti-persistent velocity fluctuations
may have a tendency to occur in transverse directions, perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal flow.

With Hurst exponent H and scale parameter r2 [L=TH], the prob-
ability density function for a fractional Brownian motion is [38]

fFBMðx; t; H;rÞ ¼
exp �x2

2r2t2H

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr2t2H
p ð1Þ

and the cumulative density function is

FFBMðx; t; H;rÞ ¼ 1
2

1þ erf
xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2r2t2H
p
� �� �

ð2Þ

As before, drift can be imbued on fractional Brownian motion by
replacing x with x� vt in these functions.

2.3. Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock

Property P3 can be relaxed by the introduction of a nonlinear
clock [14,15,44]. While P3 does not hold, P1 and P2 do hold. A
Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock is given by BðCðt; t0ÞÞ
where Cðt; t0Þ is a deterministic function called the clock, t0 is
the initial time (the time that the contaminant is injected into
the aquifer). If Cðt; t0Þ is not a linear function, the increments of
BðCðt; t0ÞÞ are not stationary, and P3 does not hold. The clock
should be expressible in the form

Cðt; t0Þ ¼
Z t

t0

@Cðs; t0Þ
@s

ds ð3Þ

where @Cðt;t0Þ
@t P 0. We call the clock Lagrangian if it depends only on

t � t0. If @Cðt;t0Þ
@t depends only on t, it is called Eulerian. Consider two

examples to illustrate the utility of these different styles of clocks. A
Lagrangian clock may be appropriate in an advection dominated re-
gime in a heterogeneous media that evolves in space, specifically in
the direction of flow. In this case, the dispersive properties of the
medium at different locations would be embedded in the clock,
since the time can be used to approximate the position in an advec-
tion dominated regime (XðtÞ � x0 þ vxðt � t0Þ;YðtÞ � y0 þ vyðt � t0Þ;
ZðtÞ � z0 þ vzðt � t0Þ). This approach will work best when the dis-
persivities are smooth functions so that approximating the disper-
sivity at ðXðtÞ;YðtÞ; ZðtÞÞ with the dispersivity at ðx0 þ vxðt � t0Þ;
y0 þ vyðt � t0Þ; z0 þ vzðt � t0ÞÞ will not cause significant errors. An
Eulerian clock may be appropriate if contaminants are dispersing
in a homogeneous medium that is evolving in time, for example,
due to changes in pore structure due to mineral deposition or disso-
lution. In this case, the changes of the dispersive properties of the
medium at different times would be embedded in the clock. The
form for the clock in Eq. (3) and the assumption that @Cðt;t0Þ

@t does
not depend on t0 implies that for a contaminant injected at time
t0, the clock will only depend on the properties of the medium
beginning at time t0.

The functional form and parameters of the clock subordinator in
both the Lagrangian and Eulerian flavor implicitly depend on flow
characteristics. Inverse estimation of Cðt; t0Þ based on observed
concentration cðx; tÞ or trajectory data for a tracer or fluid parcels
can be challenging because there are so many possibilities (any
increasing function of t suffices). If many Lagrangian trajectories
are available, it can be estimated from the quadratic variation
[16] (cf.[3], for an example where this is practical). Another alter-
native is to derive an appropriate clock from the properties of
the porous medium, but given limited knowledge for most con-
tamination sites, this may be challenging as well.

For many practical cases, a simplification of the functional form
of the possible clocks may be necessary assuming a power (e.g.,
Cðt; t0Þ ¼ r2tp), exponential (e.g., Cðt; t0Þ ¼ r2 expðptÞ), or periodic
(e.g., Cðt; t0Þ ¼ r2 sinðptÞ) functional forms (where r and p are un-
known parameters; for the Lagrangian case, t needs to replaced
with t � t0). These three forms represent a power law, exponential
and periodic changes in the dispersion properties. These three
functional forms can be also combined to represent coupled
mechanisms.

The probability density function for Brownian motion with a
nonlinear clock is [14]

fNLCðx; t; Cðt; t0ÞÞ ¼
exp �x2

2Cðt;t0Þ

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pCðt; t0Þ

p ð4Þ

and the cumulative density function is

FNLCðx; t; Cðt; t0ÞÞ ¼
1
2

1þ erf
xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Cðt; t0Þ
p

 !" #
ð5Þ

Once again, drift can be imbued on this process by replacing x in
Eqs. (5) and (4) with x� vt and x� vðt � t0Þ in the Eulerian and
Lagrangian case, respectively.

2.4. Other anomalous processes

Three processes have been examined by relaxing each of the
properties P1, P2, and P3 separately. It is, of course, possible to
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relax two or three of these properties simultaneously producing,
e.g., fractional Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock [44],
a-stable Lévy motion with a nonlinear clock, fractional Lévy
motions [53], or fractional Lévy motion with a nonlinear clock.
Another possibility is to replace the deterministic clocks by ran-
dom subordinators [2]. In determining the analytical solutions,
we will proceed by deriving the general case for an arbitrary
dispersive process, and then considering the three special cases
of anomalous dispersion discussed in Sections 2.1–2.3. If analytical
solutions are required for anomalous processes other than these
three, the work required to determine a new analytical solution
will be to determine the probability density function or cumulative
density function (depending on the type of source) and to plug it
into the general case.

3. Probabilistic derivation

Suppose that contaminant is introduced into an aquifer over
time with an injection rate Qðx; tÞ [M=L3], has a constant advective
(linear) velocity v ¼ ðv ;0;0Þ [L=T] oriented in the x-direction,
undergoing mass reduction from biochemical reactions or radioac-
tive decay, and the dispersion of a particle is determined by ran-
dom walks PðtÞ ¼ ðXðtÞ; YðtÞ; ZðtÞÞ. For Fickian dispersion, these
random walks would be Brownian motions with potentially differ-
ent dispersion coefficients. In general, the processes may not be
Fickian, and the random walks may not be Brownian motions. That
is, the displacements may be correlated in time, non-stationary, or
non-Gaussian as discussed above.

The goal is to determine analytical expressions for the concen-
tration of contaminants that are moving in this way. First, some
notation must be introduced. Let fPðx; tÞ; fXðx; tÞ; fYðy; tÞ and fZðz; tÞ
denote the probability density functions for the random walks
PðtÞ;XðtÞ;YðtÞ, and ZðtÞ. The probability density function at time t
for such a particle that is released at x0 at time t0 is
fPðx� vðt � t0Þ � x0; t � t0; t0Þ owing to the effects of advection
(represented by the vt term) and dispersion (represented by the
use of fP).

The contaminant is injected at a rate Qðx; tÞ can be interpreted
probabilistically, where Qðx; tÞ=mðtÞ is the probability density
function for contaminant particles or parcels, and

mðtÞ ¼
Z

R3
Qðx; tÞdx ð6Þ

is the mass flux [M=T] at time t. Assuming that the initial condition
is independent of the random walk, the probability density function
for an instantaneous release of a contaminant particle at time t � s
isZ

R3

Qðy; t � sÞfPðx� y � vs; s; t � sÞ
mðt � sÞ dy ð7Þ

Eq. (7) follows from the fact that the probability density function of
two independent random variables is given by the convolution of
their respective probability density functions.

Accounting for the reduction in mass, the differential concen-
tration at time t for contaminants injected at time t � s over an
infinitesimal time interval, ds, is

dCðx; tÞ ¼ Rðs; t � sÞ
Z

R3
Qðy; t � sÞfPðx� y � vs; s; t � sÞdyds ð8Þ

where Rðs; tÞ is the fraction of the contaminant mass released at
time t that remains after time t þ s. For example, if a first-order
reaction is taking place with a rate k [1=T],

Rðs; t � sÞ ¼ e�ks ð9Þ

Alternative formulations of Rðs; t � sÞ can be used to incorporate
more complex reaction models. For example, some of the effects
of incomplete mixing at scales smaller than the field scale can be
incorporated using mean concentration functions form, cf., [11]
which have late-time power laws. This approach assumes that the
averaged concentrations in [11] can be regarded as field-scale con-
centrations for our purposes, and that the mixing is incomplete at
the pore or meso scales. Several methods for incorporating chemical
reactions into particle tracking methods also have recently been
developed [11,12,20–22,46,67,68]. Generally, these approaches re-
quire significant computational effort (compared to the solutions
presented here) and are not analytically tractable. Analytical solu-
tions for reactive transport can be derived in some cases [19,29],
but it is not clear how to extend these approaches to a general
anomalous dispersion process. Here, it is not assumed that the
field-scale dispersion that we explore determines the processes
impacting contaminant degradation at the pore and meso scales;
we only consider the field-scale degradation as presented Eq. (8).
This decoupling of the dispersion and degradation at the field scale
is an approximation. However, simulations and experiments at
pore, meso and field scales can be performed to inform the site-spe-
cific selection of Rðs; tÞ. Rðs; tÞ provides a means to account for the
pore- and meso-scale dispersion (flow) affects on the field-scale
degradation (concentrations), and Cðt; t0Þ provides a means to ac-
count for the pore- and meso-scale biogeochemical affects on the
field-scale dispersion within the nonlinear clock formulation.
Therefore we provide implicit coupling of these processes. Simula-
tions and experiments at pore, meso and field scales can be per-
formed to inform the site-specific selection of Cðt; t0Þ

Finally, integrating Eq. (8) over time, we obtain the contaminant
concentration following the description given in the first para-
graph of Section 3,

Cðx; tÞ ¼
Z t

0

Z
R3

Rðs; t � sÞQðy; t � sÞ f Pðx� y � vs; sÞdyds ð10Þ

Note that Eq. (10) is a more general form of the many solutions gi-
ven in [65,66]. By making additional assumptions on injection con-
centration, Qðx; tÞ, and the random walks through fPðx; tÞ, the
solutions can be made more explicit. To demonstrate this, several
cases will be considered.

4. Special cases

We now present a series of special cases of Eq. (10). The first
consists of a contaminant released uniformly inside a finite domain
represented by a set B over a finite time interval ðt1; t2Þ. The solu-
tion for an arbitrary anomalous dispersive process is included as
are specific solutions for the three anomalous processes discussed
in Section 2.

4.1. Constrained source

Suppose that the release of the contaminant is constrained tem-
porally inside the time interval ðt1; t2Þ and spatially inside the set B.
This is written mathematically

Q cðx; tÞ ¼
Mvðt1 ;t2 Þ

ðtÞ
njjBjjðt2�t1Þ

; x 2 B and t1 < t < t2

0; otherwise

(

where

vðt1 ;t2ÞðtÞ ¼
1; if t 2 ðt1; t2Þ
0; if t R ðt1; t2Þ

	
ð11Þ

M is the contaminant mass [M], n is the porosity [–], and jjBjj is
the volume in which the source is contained [L3]. In this case, the
concentrations can be written in terms of the cumulative
density function rather than an integral of the probability density
function
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Cðx; tÞ ¼
Z t

0

Z
B

Rðs; t � sÞ M
njjBjjðt2 � t1Þ

vðt1 ;t2Þðt � sÞ

� fPðx� y � vs; s; t � sÞdydt ð12Þ

¼ M
njjBjjðt2 � t1Þ

Z t

0
vðt1 ;t2Þðt � sÞRðs; t � sÞ

�
Z

B
fPðx� y � vs; s; t � sÞdydt ð13Þ

¼ M
njjBjjðt2 � t1Þ

Z t

0
vðt1 ;t2Þðt � sÞRðs; t � sÞ

� PðPðs; t � sÞ 2 x� B� vsÞdt ð14Þ

where PðPðs; tÞ 2 AÞ is the probability of finding a particle that was
released at time t in the set A at time t þ s.

If it is further assumed that the dispersions along each coordi-
nate axis are unrelated so that XðtÞ;YðtÞ, and ZðtÞ are independent
and B is a box bounded by the intervals ðx1; x2Þ; ðy1; y2Þ, and ðz1; z2Þ,
then

Cðx; tÞ ¼ M
njjBjjðt2 � t1Þ

Z t

0
vðt1 ;t2Þðt � sÞRðs; t � sÞ

� ½FXðx� x1 � vs; s; t � sÞ � FXðx� x2 � vs; s; t � sÞ�f
� FY ðy� y1; s; t � sÞ � FYðy� y2; s; t � sÞ�½
� FZðz� z1; s; t � sÞ � FZðz� z2; s; t � sÞ�½ gds ð15Þ

where FXðx; t; sÞ; FYðy; t; sÞ, and FZðz; t; sÞ are the cumulative density
functions for XðtÞ;YðtÞ and ZðtÞ with initial times s.

4.1.1. Dispersion via a-stable Lévy motion
Inserting the cumulative density function for a-stable Lévy mo-

tion into Eq. (14), we obtain
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� ½FZðz� z1; s; t � sÞ � FZðz� z2; s; t � sÞ�gds ð16Þ

where axðsÞ ¼ ax; cxt1=ax ; bx; dx (similarly for ayðsÞ and azðsÞ) and dif-
ferent parameters a;b; c, and d are allowed in each of the coordinate
directions. Figs. 1 and 2 display example concentrations for a plume
based on Brownian motion (classical Fickian dispersion) and a-sta-
ble Lévy motion. The model setup and parameters are discussed in
Section 5 below. A comparison of the figures demonstrate the pro-
nounced impact of the motion type on the plume shape and con-
taminant concentrations. As expected the a-stable Lévy motion
(Fig. 2) produced ‘‘heavy’’ tails of contaminant concentrations at
Fig. 1. Plume with box source that is dispersing via Brow
the plume leading edges, whereas Brownian motion tended to con-
centrate contaminant mass near the source (Fig. 1).

4.1.2. Dispersion via fractional Brownian motion
Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (15) and simplifying, we obtain
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where different parameters H and r are permitted in each of the
coordinate directions. Figs. 3 and 4 display the concentrations for
a plume based on Eq. (17) (Section 5 below discusses the model set-
up and parameters). Note the substantial differences in the plume
shapes between the superdispersive and subdispersive cases. In this
case, the spatial distribution of predicted concentrations for super-
dispersive (Fig. 3) and a-stable Lévy motion (Fig. 2) are similar in
the pictured spatial region. The subdispersive case retain the con-
taminants close to the source; if these data were interpreted with
Brownian motion, they may be considered indicative of low trans-
port velocity and/or large contaminant source area. Note also that
behaviors such as superdispersion in the longitudinal direction
and subdispersion in the lateral directions can be modeled by set-
ting Hx > 1=2 and Hy;Hz < 1=2.

4.1.3. Dispersion via Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock
Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (15) and simplifying, we obtain
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where different clocks are permitted in each of the coordinate
directions. Figs. 5 and 6 display the concentrations for a plume
nian motion (vx ¼ 5 [m/a], concentrations in mg/m3).



Fig. 2. Plume with box source that is dispersing via Lévy motion (vx ¼ 5 ½m=a�;a ¼ 1:1, concentrations in mg/m3).

Fig. 3. Plume with box source that is dispersing via a superdispersive (persistent) fractional Brownian motion (vx ¼ 5 ½m=a�;H ¼ 3=4, concentrations in mg/m3).

Fig. 4. Plume with box source that is dispersing via a subdispersive (anti-persistent) fractional Brownian motion (vx ¼ 5 ½m=a�;H ¼ 1=4, concentrations in mg/m3).

Fig. 5. Plume with box source that is dispersing via Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock that is initially accelerating (vx ¼ 5 ½m=a�;CðtÞ ¼ t � 50 sinðt=100Þ,
concentrations in mg/m3).
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Fig. 6. Plume with box source that is dispersing via Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock that is initially decelerating (vx ¼ 5 ½m=a�;CðtÞ ¼ t þ 50 sinðt=100Þ,
concentrations in mg/m3).
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based on Eq. (18). The two figures represent two different Lagrang-
ian clock models. In the first case (Fig. 5), the dispersion is initially
accelerated and after that it is slowed down with time; in the sec-
ond case, (Fig. 6) this mechanism was reversed.

4.2. Constrained source with reflecting boundary

Suppose that a semi-infinite space with a reflecting boundary
(zero flux) at z ¼ 0 is used in place of the infinite three-dimensional
space used previously. Applying the method of images to Eq. (14),
the new concentration is obtained

Cðx; tÞ ¼ M
njjBjjðt2 � t1Þ

Z t

0
vðt1 ;t2Þðt � sÞRðs; t � sÞ

� PðPðt; t � sÞ 2 ðx; y; zÞ � B� vsÞ½
þPðPðt; t � sÞ 2 ðx; y;�zÞ � B� vsÞ�dt ð19Þ

where PðtÞ is the original, non-reflected process.
Proceeding as before, if it is assumed that the dispersions along

each coordinate axis are unrelated so that XðtÞ;YðtÞ, and ZðtÞ are
independent and B is a box bounded by the intervals
ðx1; x2Þ; ðy1; y2Þ, and ðz1; z2Þ, then
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where FXðx; t; sÞ; FYðy; t; sÞ, and FZðz; t; sÞ are the cumulative density
functions for XðtÞ;YðtÞ and ZðtÞ with initial times s.

4.2.1. Dispersion via a-stable Lévy motion
Inserting the cumulative density function for a-stable Lévy mo-

tion into Eq. (14), we obtain
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where axðsÞ ¼ ax; cxt1=ax ; bx; dx (similarly for ayðsÞ and azðsÞ) and dif-
ferent parameters a;b; c, and d are allowed in each of the coordinate
directions.
4.2.2. Dispersion via fractional Brownian motion
Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (15) and simplifying, we obtain
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where different parameters H and r are permitted in each of the
coordinate directions.

4.2.3. Dispersion via Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock
Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (15) and simplifying, we obtain
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where different clocks are permitted in each of the coordinate
directions.

4.3. Distributed sources

We next consider a number of cases where the contaminant is
preexisting in the aquifer in some dispersed state and the future
concentrations are estimated using the presented analytical solu-
tions for anomalous dispersion. The way that the contaminant is
initially distributed is assumed to be related to the dispersion
model. For the two anomalous Gaussian models (fractional
Brownian motion and Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock),
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the initial distribution is Gaussian. For a-stable Lévy motion, the
initial distribution is a-stable.

4.4. Dispersion via a-stable Lévy motion

We now consider a-stable Lévy motion as the model for disper-
sion with a source that also follows an independent a-stable distri-
bution in each of the coordinate directions with a time-dependent
mass flux. The mathematical formulation for this source is given by

Q lðx; tÞ ¼
MfLðx; a0

x ÞfLðy; a0
yÞfLðz; a0

z ÞIðtÞ
n

ð24Þ

where
R1

0 IðtÞdt ¼ 1;M is the total contaminant mass added to the
aquifer, n is the porosity, and a0

x ¼ ðax; c0
x ; b

0
x ; d

0
x Þ are the parameters

associated with the a-stable Lévy distributions in the x direction
(similarly for a0

y and a0
z ). If Eq. (24) is placed in Eq. (10) with

fPðx; tÞ ¼ fLðx� vt; axðtÞÞ f Lðy; ayðtÞÞ f Lðz; azðtÞÞ ð25Þ

where axðtÞ ¼ ðax; cxt1=ax ;bx; 0Þ (and similarly for ayðtÞ and azðtÞ)
then each of the integrals along the spatial coordinates is a convo-
lution of two Lévy stable distributions with the same stability
parameter. This convolution can be interpreted as the distribution
for the sum of two independent Lévy stable distributions. The distri-
bution of the sum of two independent a-stable Lévy distributions is
another a-stable Lévy distribution. If the parameters of the two
a-stable distributions are a; c1; b1; d1 and a; c2; b2; d2 then the distri-
bution of their sum is a-stable with parameters [53]
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ð27Þ

d ¼ d1 þ d2 ð28Þ

Therefore, the concentration can be written as
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, and similarly for

a0yðtÞ and a0zðtÞ.

4.5. Dispersion via fractional Brownian motion

Next we consider fractional Brownian dispersion with a Gauss-
ian source and a time-dependent mass flux. The functional form for
this source is
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If Eq. (30) is placed in Eq. (10) with

fPðx; tÞ ¼ fFBMðx� vt; t; Hx;rxÞfFBMðy; t; Hy;ryÞfFBMðz; t; Hz;rzÞ ð31Þ

the result is
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where the same derivation that was previously implemented for
the convolution of two a-stable distributions was reproduced here
for the convolution of two Gaussians.

4.6. Dispersion via Brownian motion with a nonlinear clock

The computation of the concentration for dispersion via Brown-
ian with a nonlinear clock and a Gaussian source is essentially the
same as the derivation when the dispersion is follows a fractional
Brownian motion. The concentration in this case is
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5. Sensitivity analysis

A global sensitivity analysis based on Sobol’s method [58] was
performed for each of the anomalous models presented above as
well as for Brownian motion (classical Fickian dispersion model).
In order to compute the sensitivity, first the model was used to
produce nominal concentrations at a number of wells at a number
of times ranging from 0 ½a� to 50 ½a� for each of the models. The
plumes are generated by a 3D source with a straight parallelepiped
(box) shape centered at ðx; y; zÞ = ð1000;1450; 0Þ ½m� and with
dimensions ðdx; dy; dzÞ = ð250;250;1Þ ½m�. The contaminant source
is located at the top of an aquifer with infinite extent. The constant
mass flux is 16 ½kg=a�. The plume shapes for t ¼ 50 ½a� are pre-
sented in Figs. 1–6 for different models (model parameters are
listed in the figure captions); the concentrations are shown in
mg/m3. The spatial distribution of the observation wells is pre-
sented in the same figures as white circles. The objective function
used in the sensitivity analyses was the sum of the squared differ-
ences between the nominal concentrations and the concentrations
produced by the model with parameters differing from the nomi-
nal case. In all cases, the sensitivity was taken with respect to
the velocity, dispersion coefficients, and first order reaction rate.
All the parameters were assumed to be distributed uniformly.
The pore (linear) velocity v varied from 4 ½m=a� to 6 ½m=a� with a
nominal value of 5 ½m=a�. The x dispersivity, ax, varied from
10 ½m� to 140 ½m� with a nominal value of 70 ½m�, and the y and z
dispersivities were tied to this and smaller by a factor of 10 and
50, respectively. The dispersion coefficient, Dx, was vax, and simi-
larly for Dy and Dz. It is assumed that the reaction is first-order,
so Eq. (9) is obeyed and k ranged from 0 to 0:01 ½1=a�. The aquifer
porosity is equal to 0:1.

For Lévy motion, the sensitivity was also taken with respect to a
which varied from 1:1 (the value observed at the MADE site [4]) to 2
(the classical Gaussian value) with a nominal value of 1:5. In the Lévy
motion case, the skewness parameter, b, was fixed at 0, so the
distributions were symmetric. The scale parameters (cx; cy, and cz)
were given by D1=a

x ;D1=a
y ;D1=a

z , respectively. For fractional Brownian
motion, the sensitivity was also taken with respect to the Hurst
exponent, H, and two cases were considered. One was a superdisper-
sive case with H ranging from 0:5 to 1:0 with a nominal value of
H ¼ 0:75. The other was a subdispersive case with H ranging from
0:05 to 0:5 with a nominal value of 0:25. In both cases, the parame-
ters r2

x ;r2
y , and r2

z were taken to be equal to Dx;Dy, and Dz,
respectively. For Brownian motion with a non-linear clock, two
clocks were considered, Cx;1ðt; t0Þ ¼ Dx½t þ 100a sinðt=100Þ� and
Cx;2ðt; t0Þ ¼ Dx½t � 100a sinðt=100Þ�, with a ranging from 0 ½a� to
1 ½a� with a nominal value of 0:5 ½a� in both cases. The clocks for



Table 1
The first order sensitivities of parameters for several dispersion models.

First Order v Dx k a H a

BM 0.03 0.95 0.01 N/A N/A N/A
Lévy 0.01 0.40 0.00 0.30 N/A N/A
FBM, H � 0:5 0.01 0.39 0.00 N/A 0.32 N/A
FBM, H � 0:5 0.02 0.34 0.02 N/A 0.26 N/A
BM-NLC, C1ðtÞ 0.02 0.35 0.00 N/A N/A 0.54
BM-NLC, C2ðtÞ 0.00 0.14 0.00 N/A N/A 0.48

Table 2
The total effect of parameters for several dispersion models.

Total Effect v Dx k a H a

BM 0.05 0.97 0.01 N/A N/A N/A
Lévy 0.03 0.68 0.00 0.58 N/A N/A
FBM, H � 0:5 0.03 0.66 0.00 N/A 0.60 N/A
FBM, H � 0:5 0.04 0.71 0.02 N/A 0.63 N/A
BM-NLC, C1ðtÞ 0.02 0.43 0.01 N/A N/A 0.66
BM-NLC, C2ðtÞ 0.03 0.51 0.01 N/A N/A 0.85
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the y and z coordinates are the same, except that Dx is replaced
with Dy and Dz, respectively. In all cases, the appropriate form
of Eq. (15) was used with x1 ¼ 750 ½m�; x2 ¼ 1250 ½m�; y1 ¼ 1200
½m�; y2 ¼ 1700 ½m�; z1 ¼ 0 ½m�; z2 ¼ 1 ½m�; t1 ¼ 0 ½a�, and t2 ¼ 100 ½a�.

Each sensitivity analysis was performed using 1,000,000 sam-
ples using a double Latin hypercube approach [52]. The sensitivity
analyses were performed using the open source computational
framework MADS [63]. The results of the analyses are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2, giving the first-order sensitivity and total effect,
respectively (in Saltelli’s terminology [52]). Generally, the plume
behavior is much more sensitive to the dispersion coefficient than
the velocity, partially due to the fact that the dispersion coefficient
varied over a large range compared to the velocity. The sensitivity
to the reaction rate, k, is very small. This could change if a greater
uncertainty range were considered. The main point of interest is
the sensitivity to the parameters characterizing the anomalous
behavior. For the case of Lévy motion, the concentrations are highly
sensitive to the value of a with the sensitivity coefficients being
comparable to the sensitivity of the dispersion coefficient. In the
case of fractional Brownian motion, the results are similar to the
Lévy case with a strong sensitivity to the anomalous dispersion
parameter (H in this case). The plume concentrations are relatively
insensitive to the a parameter in the clocks. It should be noted,
however, that a different choice of clocks could potentially produce
high sensitivities. For example, if the clock were a power-law with
coefficient equal to the dispersion coefficient, the sensitivities
would be the same as the fractional Brownian motion sensitivities
(if the range of powers in the power law is taken to be the same
as twice the range of the Hurst exponent). The general conclusion
that can be reached from this analysis is that plume concentrations
can be highly sensitive to the parameters associated with anoma-
lous behavior, especially in the case of the parameter a (which con-
trols the tail behavior) in the case of Lévy motion. We also note that
for each model, 1,000,000 runs were performed each characterizing
field scale dispersion over a 50 year time period. Tests show that
this is the order of magnitude of the number of runs needed to pro-
duce reliable sensitivity estimates for these problems. Similar or
greater demands are expected from other UQ methods. This dem-
onstrates the power of the analytical solutions over alternative
numerical methods for contaminant simulations.

6. Conclusion

A number of analytical functions describing the concentration
of subsurface contaminant migration undergoing advection,
chemical reactions, and anomalous dispersion have been derived.
Three different anomalous dispersion processes were considered
representing upscaled, macroscopic approximations that can be
associated with different flow medium properties and governing
physical processes. The use of a-stable Lévy distributions has pre-
viously been associated with highly heterogeneous hydraulic con-
ductivity fields [4]. The fractional Brownian model of dispersion
arises when there are long range correlations between the velocity
fluctuations [60] caused by, e.g., long range correlations in hydrau-
lic conductivity combined with a relatively constant hydraulic gra-
dient. The nonlinear clock model arises when the distribution of
the velocity fluctuations is changing in time caused by, e.g., pump-
ing effects, seasonal fluctuations, or evolving pore-space structure
(due to, for example, mineral dissolution or precipitation) [16].
This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of anomalous processes
or the underlying physics that cause them. Each of the considered
anomalous processes moves one step beyond the standard Gaussian
dispersion model, allowing for the possibility of more complex under-
lying physics to be accounted for. The sensitivity analyses performed
as well as the figures demonstrate that these anomalous parameters
can have a significant impact on the distribution of the plume.

A significant advantage of these analytical solutions is that,
when implemented on a computer, they are fast compared to com-
plex numerical codes. They are complex in comparison to the
Gaussian dispersion model, and the computational demands are
comparable (though interpolation routines may be necessary in
the a-stable case). Therefore, they exist in a middle ground. They
are not able to capture all of the details of the complex numerical
models, but they capture more of the details than the Gaussian dis-
persion model. The fact that the computational cost is similar to
the Gaussian model implies that many model analyses that are
possible with the Gaussian model are also possible with these
anomalous models. For example, methods such as [27,62] for
parameter estimation, [30,64] for uncertainty analysis, and [43]
for decision analyses are readily applicable in practice. The analyt-
ical solutions presented here are encoded in the open source com-
putational framework MADS [63].
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